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ABSTRACT

Objective: Genetic and environmental factors have important roles in multiple sclerosis (MS) sus-
ceptibility. The precise nature of these factors and mode of inheritance remains unknown. A fe-
male predominance is universally found. Recently, offspring of affected fathers were reported to
be more likely to have MS than those of affected mothers. This was attributed to the Carter
effect, which is seen in polygenic disorders. The Carter effect predicts that affected parents of
the sex lesser affected by a disease/trait are more genetically loaded for risk alleles and thus
transmit these more often to their offspring. This hypothesis was tested in a population-based
Canadian MS cohort.

Methods: Using the longitudinal Canadian database, we identified 3,088 nuclear families with
one affected parent and a total of 8,401 offspring, of which 798 had MS. Transmission to daugh-
ters and sons from affected mothers and fathers was compared.

Results: There was equal transmission of MS from affected fathers vs affected mothers (9.41%
vs 9.76%). Stratifying by gender of affected parent there were no differences in the female:male
sex ratio of affected (2.46% vs 2.41%, p � 0.88) or unaffected offspring (0.91% vs 0.95%,
p � 0.46).

Conclusions: We observed1 equal disease transmission to offspring from affected mothers and
affected fathers,2 no difference in the female:male sex ratio of affected offspring, and previously3

no difference in sibling recurrence risk by gender of parent affected. These findings show no
evidence for the Carter effect and do not support the hypothesis of polygenic inheritance of
multiple sclerosis susceptibility by parent. Neurology® 2007;69:1208–1212

The etiology of multiple sclerosis (MS) is unknown. Several studies demonstrate the
importance of genes in susceptibility.1-3 More than 20% of MS cases are familial in Can-
ada,4 but the mode of inheritance is unknown.

Unequivocal association with MS has been shown with the MHC class II region.5-8

Whole-genome linkage studies have shown variable evidence for other genomic
regions6,7,9-11 with few replications. These observations, as well as recurrence risks among
first-degree relatives, provide support for a polygenic model of inheritance for MS. How-
ever, half-sib concordance8 implies that this model will prove incorrect and unrecognized
features of complexity may operate. The increasing preponderance of MS among fe-
males12 implicates sexually dimorphic liability factors operating in MS susceptibility.

A recent report13 concluded that the Carter effect exists in MS. This is a potentially
important conceptual observation suggesting that MS inheritance follows the predicted
gender-weighted oligogenic liability. The Carter effect was first described in pyloric ste-
nosis14 where females (least affected) transmit the disease more often than males. This
was attributed to the greater genetic load needed for disease penetrance in females. Given
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the higher prevalence of MS in females, it
was hypothesized that affected males had a
higher genetic load and their offspring
would be at a greater risk for MS. We eval-
uated transmission of MS susceptibility in
a large Canadian population-based cohort
by comparing disease transmission from
affected fathers and mothers.

METHODS As part of the Canadian Collabora-
tive Project on Genetic Susceptibility to MS
(CCPGSMS),15 information has been collected for
over 30,000 families. To investigate disease trans-
mission from affected parents, we identified 4,921
pedigrees with confirmedMS cases, where at least
one of the parents was affected. We studied those
families with children born before 1980 to restrict
analysis to offspring having at least reached the
peak age at onset for MS.16 Families with both
parents affected (conjugal MS) were removed
from the analysis (n � 19). Evaluation of disease
transmission from affected parents was carried
out by comparing the frequency of affected off-
spring born to affected fathers to the frequency of
affected offspring born to affected mothers. Sig-
nificance was assessed using Pearson �2 (using
Yates continuity correction for 1 df tests).

RESULTS Following the exclusion of conjugal
MS families (n � 19) and families with offspring
born after 1980 (n � 1,814), a total of 3,088 nu-
clear families were available for study. Of these,
2,236 had an affected mother (maternal families)
and 852 had an affected father (paternal families).
The total number of offspring from these families
was 8,212 (median number of offspring per family
� 2; range � 1 to 15; female:male sex ratio �
1.02) and 793/8,212 had MS (female:male sex ra-
tio � 2.44). The female:male sex ratio of affected
offspring from maternal and paternal families is
shown separately in table 1.

The affected female:male sex ratio was no dif-
ferent in paternal vs maternal families (2.41% vs
2.46%, p � 0.88; OR � 1.02; 95% CI � 0.7281 to

1.4359). This was also seen in unaffected off-
spring (0.91% vs 0.95%, p � 0.46; OR: 1.04; CI �
0.9389 to 1.1472; see table 1). There were no dif-
ferences in the distribution of paternal vs mater-
nal sibship size (table 2).

When disease transmission to offspring from
affected fathers was compared to transmission
from affected mothers, no differences were found
(p � 0.63, OR � 0.96, 95% CI 0.81 to 1.13). Sim-
ilarly, no differences were observed when com-
paring transmission for daughters (p � 0.79, OR
� 0.97, 95% CI 0.79 to 1.18) and sons (p � 0.77,
OR � 0.95, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.28; table 3). We
have also analyzed the data by adding those fami-
lies previously excluded because of post 1980
births (n � 1,814) and the results are unchanged
(data not shown).

DISCUSSION MS is a complex trait with an as
yet unknown mode of inheritance. The Carter ef-
fect14 describes a mechanism by which individuals
of the less affected sex carry a higher genetic load
and are thus more likely to transmit the trait/
disease to their offspring. Recently, it has been
suggested in MS that affected fathers are more
likely to transmit MS compared to affected moth-

Table 1 Distribution of affected and unaffected offspring in families with affected mothers and fathers

Families Status Total, n Daughters, n (%) Sons, n (%)
Female:male
sex ratio

Maternal, n � 2,236 Affected 568 404 (71.13) 164 (28.87) 2.46

Unaffected 5,254 2,558 (48.69) 2,696 (51.31) 0.95

Paternal, n � 852 Affected 225 159 (70.67) 66 (29.33) 2.41

Unaffected 2,165 1,034 (47.76) 1,131 (52.24) 0.91

Total 8,212 4,155 (50.60) 4,057 (49.40) 1.02

Table 2 Distribution of maternal and paternal
families by total sibship size (i.e.,
including affected and unaffected)

Sibship size
Maternal
families, n (%)

Paternal
families, n (%)

1 396 (17.73) 145 (17.02)

2 870 (38.94) 296 (34.74)

3 493 (22.07) 202 (23.71)

4 258 (11.55) 98 (11.50)

5 111 (4.97) 62 (7.28)

6 59 (2.64) 26 (3.05)

7 21 (0.94) 9 (1.06)

8 10 (0.45) 6 (0.70)

9 7 (0.31) 3 (0.35)

10 or more 9 (0.40) 5 (0.59)
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ers.13 This study concluded that increased pater-
nal transmission was consistent with the Carter
effect. The present study, utilizing a cohort over
an order of magnitude larger than the previously
published study, does not support their findings.
Indeed, there is not a trend in the direction
reported.

This investigation of the Carter effect was car-
ried out in 197 nuclear families with one affected
parent (146 affected mothers; 52 affected fathers;
45 affected offspring; 391 unaffected offspring).
Primary analysis used cases with definite MS (n �
197 families) while a secondary analysis com-
bined definite and possible MS cases (n � 255
nuclear families).2 They found that among the
definite MS cases, affected fathers transmitted
MS to their offspring more often than affected
mothers. This effect appeared to be independent
of offspring sex. The secondary analysis which in-
cluded both definite and possible MS followed
the same trend but did not reach significance. The
findings of this study, if correct, imply a polygenic
mode of inheritance for MS, but the cohort used
may not be immune to ascertainment bias.

In our Canadian cohort, we used only definite
MS cases. We included families with one affected
parent and studied affected offspring born before
1980. In a total of 3,088 families, we found no
differences in the overall number or sex ratio of
offspring born to affected mothers and fathers,
nor did we observe differences in paternal vs ma-
ternal MS transmission. To address a possible ef-
fect caused by the sex of the offspring and to take
into account the female preponderance in MS,
transmission to daughters and sons was com-
pared within maternal and paternal families.
These comparisons showed that affected mothers
and fathers were equally likely to transmit MS to
their offspring.

Studies investigating parent-of-origin effects in
MS concur that an affected parent increases risk
for offspring.17-20 The question of maternal vs pa-
ternal effect has produced what might be seen as
conflicting evidence. A study of concordant
parent-child pairs19 did not observe any effect of
the sex of the affected parent on the sex of af-
fected offspring. Nonetheless, the study suggested
slight affected parent effects on clinical features
including an earlier age at onset to daughters of
affected mothers and increased risk for primary
progressive MS for sons of affected fathers. A re-
cent Danish population-based study of absolute
risks to relatives of patients with MS concluded
that the gender-specific risk to relatives of male
and female patients with MS was increased20 but
only as attributable to the gender variations in the
background MS incidence. Of interest, an early
Canadian study26 tested goodness of fit of MS to
the polygenic threshold model and this model was
rejected.

Previous reports using parent-child cohorts
from the CCPGSMS have examined factors re-
lated to increased sibling risk. A trend for in-
creased sib recurrence risks among offspring of
affected fathers was reported, although not for-
mally significant.17 A later report18 concurred
with the increased risk to the offspring of affected
parents, but was underpowered to exclude an ef-
fect of sex of the affected parent. An increased
risk to siblings of affected males was not observed
as would be expected if the heritability conditions
responsible for the Carter effect were operating in
MS.

The much larger study reported here com-
bined the families used in the previous CCPGSMS
reports with 2,436 families not previously in-
cluded. No distortion in disease transmission
from affected mothers vs affected fathers was

Table 3 Distribution of multiple sclerosis (MS) transmission from affected mothers and fathers to their
offspring

Transmitted, n (%) Not transmitted, n (%) Total p OR 95% CI

Transmission to all offspring

From father 225 (9.41) 2,165 (90.59) 2,390 0.63 0.96 0.82 to 1.13

From mother 568 (9.76) 5,254 (90.24) 5,822

To daughters

From father 159 (13.33) 1,034 (86.67) 1,193 0.79 0.97 0.79 to 1.18

From mother 404 (13.64) 2,558 (86.36) 2,962

To sons

From father 66 (5.51) 1,131 (94.49) 1,197 0.77 0.96 0.71 to 1.29

From mother 164 (5.73) 2,696 (94.27) 2,860

Only definite MS cases included. Affected parent n � 3,088 (852 paternal, 2,236 maternal).
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found. There appears to be a clear difference be-
tween transmission of risk from an affected par-
ent compared to an unaffected parent, possibly
providing an important clue to the modes of
transmission of risk. To illustrate, concordant
half-sib pairs from the CCPGSMS demonstrated
a significant maternal effect3 as do some unpub-
lished twin data (Ebers and Sadovnick). How-
ever, influence on risk from each parental side
was established recently.27

The drop in MS concordance from monozy-
gotic to dizygotic twins,21 as well as mathematical
approximations based on recurrence risks,22 have
led to the assumption that many genes are in-
volved in MS susceptibility. This has not been co-
herent with other comparisons. Given that the
drop in concordance from full to half-siblings is
contrary to expectation3 and that genome-wide
studies have failed to find consistent linkage other
than to the MHC class II region,6,7,23,24 this hy-
pothesis is not on solid ground. We recently fol-
lowed up all previous linkage hits in the Canadian
samples and have suggested that the paradigm be-
ing used to justify and analyze further linkage
searches may need rethinking.24 Findings from
a timing of birth study25 as well as from the
aforementioned half-sib study3 imply that in-
heritance patterns of MS susceptibility are af-
fected by environmental effects and potentially
even by epigenetic processes. It has been shown
that there has been a steady temporal increase
in the female-to-male sex ratio in MS,12 sug-
gesting that female risk is more strongly influ-
enced by the environment.
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New Dystonia Workshop Offered Exclusively to
Residents and Fellows

The AAN invites residents and fellows to an exclusive Dystonia Workshop. Enjoy special
rates, hands-on demonstrations with live patients, and a small-group setting that offers more
one-on-one time.

● September 29 – San Diego

Learn more about these workshops at www.aan.com/dystonia07.
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